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 10 

Abstract   11 

The purpose of this study was to compare an “ergonomic” alternative chair (A-chair), with a 12 

standard orchestra chair (O-chair) used by a group of nine violin players. The features of the high-13 

density surface EMG (HDsEMG) of the lumbar erector spinae muscles (ESM) were used for the 14 

comparison. The violinists played the same pieces of music for 2 hours without interruptions, on 15 

each chair, in two different days, one week apart. HDsEMG was recorded for 20s every 5 minutes 16 

using two electrode arrays of 16x8 electrodes each, one on each side of the spine and placed 17 

between the T11 and L4 levels. The sEMG was non-stationary and burst-like patterns were 18 

observed on 8 out of 9 violinists. The mean RMS and mean spectral frequency (MNF) value over 19 

the region of activity (ROA), the centroid of the ROA, the rates of change in time of the spatial 20 

mean of the RMS and MNF values, and the burst frequencies associated to the two chairs, were 21 

compared. Statistically significant reductions of RMS were observed in each violinist between the 22 

O-chair and A-chair (range between 11.80% and 78.36%). No significant changes of other spatial or 23 

spectral sEMG features were globally observed versus time or between chairs but were 24 

demonstrated by some subjects.  25 

It is concluded that the A-chair is associated to a decrease of the sEMG amplitude of the ESM 26 

without changes of the spatial and temporal patterns of muscle activation.  27 

 28 

1. Introduction 29 

The sitting or standing posture assumed by performing musicians has considerable impact on their 30 

performance, breathing, muscle activity and back pain (1) (2) (3). The activity of lumbar extensors 31 

muscles has been recently investigated by Ringheim et al.(4) in subjects with and without low back 32 

pain, sitting for 30 min, using High Density sEMG (HDsEMG). 33 
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Musicians playing string instruments are a small professional category with a high prevalence of 34 

playing-related musculoskeletal disorders (PRMD) ranging from 73.3% to 87.7% (5) mostly 35 

concerning upper extremities and back.  In 1995, Cram et al. claimed that: “static working 36 

conditions, coupled with poor or inappropriate body mechanics, may cause prolonged tension in 37 

specific muscle groups. This, in turn, leads to fatigue, eventual muscle strain, and a myogenic 38 

ethiology of pain” (6). It is known that low muscle contraction levels sustained for long periods of 39 

time cause inflammation and pain (7, 8).  This is the case of the erector spinae of sitting violinists. 40 

More recently, some authors (9) claimed that chairs with appropriate back support may prevent the 41 

development of PRMD.  42 

 43 

Quantitative assessments and comparisons of postures and chairs are lacking. Few previous studies 44 

investigated the erector spinae muscles of sitting workers and their pain mechanism using EMG 45 

electrode pairs (10, 11). More recently, other authors used electrode arrays or grids up to 128 contacts 46 

(12-16).  47 

 48 

HDsEMG provides information about the spatial distribution of the sEMG and the region of activity 49 

(ROA) of a muscle.  measured on the skin. In a previous preliminary study (17), biomechanical 50 

(pelvic tilt, lumbar lordosis and thoracis kyphosis), and short term (5 min)  HDsEMG 51 

measurements (spatial average of the EMG RMS value) were used to compare sitting of violinists 52 

and violists on a standard orchestra chair and on a series of different chairs (Varier Move and Varier 53 

HÅG with and without lumbar support). One of the Varier chairs appeared to be preferable to the 54 

others on the basis of sEMG and the biomechanical angles mentioned above. This chair (Varier 55 

Move with lumbar back rest adapted to each subject) was used in this study to further our 56 

understanding on the lumbar activity of violinists (A-Chair). 57 

 58 

Three research questions are addressed in this work:  59 

1. Is HDsEMG a suitable tool to detect and quantify sEMG differences in the lumbar erector spinae 60 

muscles due to two types of chairs used by violin players?  61 

2. Are the two chairs associated to different values or time trends of sEMG features, detectable with 62 

the HDsEMG techniques, over long playing sessions? 63 

3. Are myoelectric manifestations of fatigue detectable and measurable during such sessions? 64 

 65 

To answer these questions, the objectives of this study were  to compare the standard orchestra 66 

chair (O-chair) without back rest with an alternative chair (A-chair)  presumably more “ergonomic”  67 
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(M, Varier Move model with additional back rest, Varier Furniture Srl, 68 

http://www.varierfurniture.com), selected from a previous study (17). This was done by acquiring 69 

HDsEMG data during a long period (2 h), to quantify long term sEMG amplitude and signal 70 

structure changes attributable to the two chairs.  This study is the first using 128 electrodes on each 71 

side of the lumbar spinae of musicians, allowing for a larger recording area and limiting the 72 

truncation effect at the edges of the array (18). 73 

 74 

2. Materials and methods 75 

 76 

2.1 Subjects and protocol 77 

Nine right handed violinists (8 females, 1 male), participated in the study. None of them presented 78 

any history of chronic lower back pain or other back disorders. None of them was involved in the 79 

previous study (17). All musicians provided informed consent prior to the tests. All the procedures 80 

used in this study were performed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised 81 

in 2000 and 2008, and approved by the Italian National Health Service (ASL1 Torino 2002).  Table 82 

1 shows the demographic and anthropomorphic data of the nine subjects. 83 

 84 

Table 1 about here.   85 

 86 

The nine violinists played for two hours (with no interruptions) two standard pieces. This long time 87 

was expected to induce measurable myoelectric manifestations of muscle fatigue. The subjects did 88 

not perform other physically demanding activities in the same day before the test. 89 

 90 

The two musical pieces selected were well known and deemed as demanding by the assessed group:   91 

1. Kreutzer Study N 9 from 42 studies for violin as revised by Ivan Galmian (2min and 30s). 92 

2. Kreutzer Study N 13 from 42 studies for violin as revised by Ivan Galmian (3min and 40s). 93 

The test was repeated in two different days, at least one week apart, using the O-chair on the first 94 

day and the A-chair on the second day.  The A-chair had movable lumbar support which was 95 

adjusted to each musician according to their height (see Fig. 1). 96 

Every 5 min, the musicians switched to a standard music piece (Rode, study N 2 of 24 Capricci for 97 

violin as revised by Ivan Galmian) which was played for 20 s during which sEMG recordings were 98 

acquired. This music piece was selected as it is a standard piece familiar to any violinist regardless 99 

of their expertise. This ensured that the musicians were always playing the same piece whilst 100 

HDsEMG was acquired. During each two-hour testing session, a total of 25 recordings of 20 s each 101 
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(one every 5 min) were used to monitor the time trends of sEMG features associated to each subject 102 

and each chair. Since no statistically significant trends of sEMG features were observed (see 103 

Results), the 25 EMG recordings were considered as repeated measurements per subject. 104 

 105 

2.2 Electrode placement, skin treatment, HDsEMG feature, recording and processing 106 

 107 

The skin was treated with abrasive paste (NuPrep, Skin Prep Gel), and cleaned with a wet cloth. 108 

Two electrode grids were placed, as indicated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, on each side of the spine at the 109 

lumbar level using T11 and L4 as anatomical landmarks ensuring consistency of position across 110 

participants and across trials. Each grid was composed of four smaller grids and had 16x8 111 

electrodes (128 electrodes on each side of the spine) of 3 mm diameter (surface = 7 mm2) and 112 

spaced with inter-electrode distance (IED) of 10mm, as shown in Fig. 1d. Longitudinal differential 113 

signals were collected along the column direction (approximate fiber direction of the lumbar erector 114 

spinae) using the OT Bioelettronica 400 channel amplifier featuring 1 µVRMS input referred noise, 115 

CMRR = 95 dB,  bandwidth of 10-500 Hz, input impedance > 90 MΩ over the 10-500 Hz 116 

bandwidth, 16 bit A/D conversion, sampling frequency = 2048 Hz, gain = 500 and input resolution 117 

= 0.5µV. 118 

 119 

Fig. 1 and 2 about here   120 

 121 

Each ROA, provided by each electrode grid for each of the 25 repetitions,  was defined using the 122 

“active contours” method (19) available in the Matlab 10 package. The active contours algorithm 123 

uses an initial user-defined contour that evolves and shrinks until a certain mathematical stop 124 

condition is met. 125 

As observed in a previous study (17), eight out of nine subjects presented intermittent burst-like 126 

activity of the ESM.  The ninth Subject 4 did not show any detectable amplitude modulation 127 

pattern. These bursts were investigated in this study with a novel identification and counting 128 

algorithm (see Appendix).  129 

The sEMG signals of the individual channels were, in general, non-stationary because of the burst 130 

pattern (Fig. 3). The reported RMS values of the individual channels were estimated over epochs of 131 

20 s. The power spectral densities (PSD or power spectrum) and their mean frequencies (MNF or 132 

centroid frequency) were obtained as averages of spectra estimated over 40 1-s epochs (Welch 133 

method, 50% overlap) of each channel. In particular, the MNF values were unquestionably affected 134 

by noise and by the non-stationary nature of the signals (section 5.2).  Estimates of spectral features, 135 
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in this work, are averages strictly used for comparing the tested chairs and non-stationarities were 136 

ignored. 137 

 138 

The following features were computed from the sEMG signals over each of the twenty-five 20-s 139 

epochs and used to compare spatial and temporal patterns associated to the two chairs: 140 

1. Mean spatial value of the RMS maps of the SD signal over the ROA (this value will be referred 141 

to as RMS in the following).  Mean spatial value of the MNF maps of the SD signal over the 142 

ROA (this value will be referred to as MNF in the following).   143 

2. Centroid, or center of mass (CM), of the ROA.  The effect of chair, side and time on the 144 

coordinates XCM and YCM was investigated by a 3-way ANOVA (Factors: chair type, side, 145 

time).  146 

3. The slopes of the regression lines of RMS and of mean spectral frequency (MNF) versus time 147 

(25 measures over two hours) were considered as indicators of changes in time. They were 148 

normalized with respect to their initial values and expressed in %/hour (see Results).   149 

4. The burst frequency was estimated using the algorithm described in the Appendix. 150 

 151 

The issue of amplitude normalization of sEMG is controversial, in particular for HDsEMG. 152 

In many previous works, when a single channel was recorded, the sEMG RMS value produced at 153 

the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) was used as a normalization value (for example in 154 

Brandt et al.(20), among many others). When an electrode grid is used, the issue is more complex 155 

and has not been investigated. The ROA and its centroid are very different at low contraction level 156 

with respect to the MVC level, reflecting the different structures involved in the two cases. This 157 

problem requires further investigation. No normalization procedure was applied in this work. 158 

 159 

2.3 Interference and noise levels 160 

 161 

Power line and electrocardiographic (ECG) interference observed in the monopolar recordings of a 162 

previous study (17) were not present in the differential recordings of this study. RMS maps with mean 163 

values below 6 µV did not allow the definition of a ROA.   164 

Quantification of baseline signal values and their possible time trend (due to drifts of the electrode-165 

skin interface) was important in order to classify the signals either as sEMG or as noise.  For this 166 

purpose, a separate test was performed on a group of five subjects laying prone and relaxed on a bed 167 

for one hour. Surface signals were recorded with the same electrode setup and procedure as for the 168 

musicians. These estimates of the spatial mean RMS value of the noise maps provided a global 169 
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average of 2.61 µVRMS with a st. dev. of 0.46 µVRMS (range: 1.90 – 3.30 µVRMS.).  The background 170 

noise level was taken as 4 µVRMS (obtained as the mean + 3 st. dev.). Time trends were occasionally 171 

evident, and in some cases significantly different from zero, suggesting that comparable significant 172 

trends observed in some subjects were attributable to noise drifts. 173 

 174 

The global average values of sEMG RMS ranged from 3.9 µVRMS to 18.8 µVRMS. Peak to peak sEMG 175 

values were in the range of 50-200 µV. The noise measurements confirmed an acceptable 176 

Signal/Noise ratio for the sEMG detected from the ESM during bursts.  Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show samples 177 

of raw signals (one column of the array) and demonstrate their good quality. Motor unit action 178 

potentials propagating in the vertical direction confirm their origin in the ESM. 179 

 180 

2.4 Measurement of subcutaneous adipose tissue 181 

 182 

Subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) thickness affects sEMG RMS values (21). In our case this would 183 

hinder the comparison between right and left sEMG amplitudes. SAT thicknesses were measured by 184 

three operators, to check differences between three measurement sites (T11, L1, L3) and between left 185 

and right side, using an ultrasound scanner (Echo Blaster 128, Telemed, Lithuania). No significant 186 

differences were found using the ANOVA test with two factors: right and left side (R, L), anatomical 187 

levels of measurement of each subject (N= 9 measurements per side and per subject). Median 188 

thicknesses were 7.5 mm on the right and left sides. The lack of significant differences between side 189 

thicknesses indicates that RMS differences between sides (if any) are not be attributed to SAT. 190 

 191 

2.5 Burst frequency counts 192 

 193 

The bursts observed on the sEMG signals were counted using a novel algorithms using information 194 

from the entire electrode grid.  The parameters of the algorithm were previously tested using 12 195 

sEMG recordings, each of 20 s duration. The resulting 12 counts were compared with those 196 

provided by four human experts who did the 12 counts manually. See Appendix. 197 

 198 

2.6 Statistical analysis 199 

 200 

All the statistical analyses were carried out with Matlab and SPSS.  The sEMG features respectively 201 

associated to the two chairs were compared using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Non-Gaussian 202 
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data distribution) unless indicated otherwise. Paired t-tests were used after verification of normality 203 

of the data distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk test).   204 

The spatial means of the RMS of the ROAs associated to sides (R, L) and chairs (O-chair, A-chair) 205 

were computed for each 20 s test. For each of the nine violinists, the differences RMSR -RMSL and 206 

RMSO –RMSA were compared using the Wilcoxon paired Signed Rank Test. A similar analysis was 207 

performed for the burst counts BR – BL and BO – BA using two-sided paired t-tests.  A two-sided t-208 

test on the normalized slopes of the RMS regression lines was applied to detect significant 209 

differences from zero (positive or negative trends).  Normalized slope was defined as the slope of 210 

the regression line of the feature of interest divided by the initial value (intercept with the Y-axis) 211 

and was expressed as %/s.  The mean absolute displacement, along the X and Y coordinates, of the 212 

ROA centroid was tested between chairs and sides for each subject along the two hours.  213 

 214 

3. Results   215 

3.1 Raw signals quality and features 216 

Fig. 3 and 4 provide examples of signal quality. No effect of pressure against the back rest was 217 

evident. The signals from most electrode pairs of the grid were not stationary and presented burst-218 

like activity as observed by (17) on the same muscles. These burst-like patterns in the longitudinal 219 

single differential EMG signal were observed in 8 out of 9 violinists with bursts lasting 100-300 ms 220 

and repeating about 2.6-2.8 times per second. 221 

In Fig. 3, a 4-s recording selected out of a 20 s test, depicts raw sEMG from the same subject sitting 222 

on the O-chair and on the A-chair. Marked synchronization between the bursts of the right and left 223 

ESM is evident, as well as a reduction of the active motor unit pool on the A-chair, leading to a 224 

reduction of RMS values. 225 

Fig. 4 shows one burst-like pattern (zoom of Fig. 3) where propagating and non-propagating 226 

components of motor unit action potentials are evident and background activity (between bursts) is 227 

small.  Burst behavior confirms previous observations on postural muscles (gastrocnemius) (22) and 228 

deserves further investigation (see section 4.3). The nature and origin of the bursts are not discussed 229 

in this work and require more attention. 230 

Contrary to expectations no significant correlation was observed between RMS values and SAT. 231 

This may be due to the limited number of subjects. 232 

   233 

Fig. 3 and 4 about here. 234 

 235 
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3.2 Changes of global sEMG features and myoelectric manifestations of muscle fatigue associated 236 

to the chairs. 237 

 238 

Amplitude features. Fig. 5 shows an example of RMS maps and ROAs computed (over a 20 s 239 

epoch) on the right and left side of a violinist, for the O-chair and A-chair, at the beginning and at 240 

the end of two hours of playing. ROAs could be identified when the average RMS voltage over the 241 

grid was > 6 µVRMS.  As indicated in Fig. 6 and Table 2, the mean RMS for the A-chair was lower 242 

than that for the O-chair in each of the nine violinists. The mean percent decrement ranged from 243 

16.59 % to 72.49 % with an average of 40.38 % (Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, p<0.05 for each 244 

subject, N = 25 measurements over two hours). Some subjects presented significant positive or 245 

negative trends (Table 3).  The regression slopes of the RMS values over time were in the range of -246 

3 µVRMS/h to +1.2 µVRMS/h. These slopes are comparable with the RMS regression slopes due to 247 

noise drifts observed in the five relaxed subjects lying prone on a bed (-0.36 μV/h to +0.76 μV/h). 248 

Globally, the averaged (across subjects) RMS slopes of the relaxed subjects and of the violinists 249 

were not significantly different from zero and from each other.  250 

 251 

Fig. 5 and 6 about here.  Table 2 about here.  252 

 253 

Spectral features.  The regression slopes of MNF values over time were in the range of -34.8 Hz/h 254 

to + 12.6 Hz/h for the relaxed subjects and in the range of -6.6 Hz/h to + 28.8 Hz/h for the 255 

violinists.  256 

The averaged MNF slopes of the relaxed subjects and of the violinists were not significantly 257 

different from zero and from each other. As shown in Table 3, some subjects showed positive trends 258 

and some showed negative trends in the values of RMS or MNF, however, no consistent behavior 259 

could be observed across subjects (see section 4.2).   260 

sEMG non-stationarity. Both RMS and MNF values were affected by the non-stationary burst-like 261 

sEMG patterns. These patterns were not detected in the relaxed subjects and are likely associated to 262 

playing the violin; however, they were not affected by the rhythm and speed of the music,  by time 263 

or by the chair used. Despite the estimates of average amplitude and spectral features of non-264 

stationary signals, comparison of RMS and MNF values between chairs, in identical conditions, 265 

was considered acceptable (see section 4.2). 266 

The values of MNF and burst frequency revealed different individual responses (with some cases of 267 

statistically significant difference) between chairs, as reported in Table 4. The differences between 268 

burst frequencies associated to the two chairs were found to be small (less than 6% between means), 269 
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and the global mean response did not seem to adequately represent the responses of individuals. The 270 

same considerations apply to the results reported in Table 3 concerning the slopes of RMS and 271 

MNF. The physiological significance of these different individual behaviors should be further 272 

investigated. 273 

Centroid of the ROA. ANOVA multivariate analysis was applied to a) identify significant changes 274 

in the location of the CM of the ROA versus time and, b) to test if the coordinates of the CM were 275 

significantly affected by side or chairs. Paired t-tests were performed on XCM and YCM coordinates 276 

after images were interpolated by a factor of 15, and after verifying normality of the XCM and YCM 277 

distribution (Shapiro-Wilk test). No significant change of the location of the centroid of the maps 278 

could be observed, either versus time, side, or chair type. 279 

Table 3 and 4 about here 280 

 281 

4. Discussion 282 

 283 

4.1. Quality of signals and of their features 284 

 285 

It is well known that comparisons of the amplitude features of sEMG between muscles, subjects, or 286 

tasks are highly critical (23).  Spectral features are even more critical than amplitude features. 287 

As a consequence, considerations of individual behaviors (Fig. 6) should be preferred to 288 

considerations based on averages (Table 2).  In this work, we performed paired comparisons of 289 

sEMG features (within subject, for one muscle and one task) associated to two different chairs 290 

being tested in two different days at least one week apart.  It was not possible to blind musicians 291 

from the types of chairs. used; nonetheless, it was unlikely to introduce bias given the objective 292 

endpoints (failure of task or fatigue). In addition However, the two tests were performed at least 293 

seven days apart to avoid effects of one on the other.  Of importance, Schinkel-Ivy et al (24) 294 

demonstrated that the erector-spinae muscles (ESM) display similar trends and repeatable sEMG 295 

measures in test-retest trials.  296 

 297 

4.2 Changes of sEMG features attributable to the chairs 298 

 299 

A statistically significant decrease of the sEMG amplitude (RMS) of the ESM was the main 300 

difference observed when subjects were sitting on the A-chair. when compared to the A-chair. The 301 

average reduction with respect to the O-chair was about 40%. Fig. 1 shows that the trunk-thigh 302 
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angle was greater when sitting on the A-chair with respect to sitting on the O-chair; this is likely 303 

one of the reasons for the observed amplitude changes. The same chair was used in a previous study 304 

by Cattarello et al. (17) with the same trunk-thigh angle (but without back support).  A reduction of 305 

about 20% of RMS was reported suggesting a role of the back-rest in determining sEMG amplitude 306 

of ESM. 307 

The observed reduction of RMS values from the O-chair to the A-chair is due to a change of sEMG 308 

amplitude over the ROA without This finding was associated to small non-significant changes of 309 

the shape or size or location of the ROA or of the burst patterns. It might indicate a change in the 310 

load sharing among the muscles of the lumbar back with a possible reduced role of the ESM and a 311 

greater role of deeper muscles, such as the multifidus, whose contribution to the sEMG is small. 312 

Of interest, Ringheim et al (14) observed periodic oscillations of activity between the right and left  313 

ESM at a frequency around 8 per minute. These oscillations were observed by Ringheim et al. 314 

during sustained sitting but were not observed in our study.  315 

The lack of myoelectric manifestations of muscle fatigue is puzzling (the musicians perceived 316 

tiredness after 2 h of playing) and may be due to their training level. In addition, the contraction 317 

level of the ESM was deemed low and below the “fatigue threshold” discussed by McCrary (25) and 318 

defined as “the power, torque, or force at which the rate of change of sEMG amplitude is zero and 319 

below which neuromuscular fatigue is negligible and unpredictable”.   320 

Finally, the contraction of the ESM of a sitting musician involves only a limited number of fatigue 321 

resistant motor units, likely within the pool of the so-called “Cinderella motor units” as proposed by 322 

Hägg (7, 8).   The behaviour of these motor units must be investigated by sEMG decomposition (26) in 323 

order to identify whether the motor unit pool is stable or if motor unit substitution/rotation is 324 

present.   325 

 326 

The “fatigue” perceived by the musicians at the end of the performance has an origin likely not 327 

associated to the electrophysiology of the muscles and deserves further investigation (27). 328 

 329 

4.3 Burst analysis 330 

 331 

The finding of burst-like modulation of sEMG amplitude (Fig. 3 and 4, Table 4) confirms previous 332 

observations (17, 22).  The small positive or negative differences between burst frequencies associated 333 

to the two chairs and among subjects, suggest that such pattern derives from the postural control 334 

system rather than from the adopted chair. Such intermittent control mechanism is likely a 335 

background physiological strategy and must be investigated further. 336 
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 337 

 338 

5. Conclusions and limitations of the study. 339 

 340 

5.1. Conclusions 341 

 342 

Three major observations and conclusions derive from this investigation: 343 

 344 

1. In nine out of nine sitting violinists the sEMG RMS value of the ESM were significantly lower 345 

when the musician was sitting on a saddle chair (A-chair, with lumbar back rest and a hip angle 346 

of 105 o-135 o, see Fig. 1) with respect to sitting on a standard orchestra chair (O-chair, no back 347 

rest). The average decrease found was 40.1 %.  348 

 349 

2. No global significant/consistent trends of RMS or MNF were detected on the nine violinists 350 

while playing for 2 h. Individual significant trends were manifested by some subjects but most 351 

may be attributed to baseline drifts as they were observed in resting subjects as well. The 352 

perception of fatigue does not seem to have an electrophysiological counterpart. This is likely 353 

due to the low contraction level and to the exposure that the musicians have to many weekly 354 

hours of practice for many years (14).  355 

 356 

3. The sEMG of the ESM showed a burst-like amplitude modulation in 8 out of 9 violinists (with 357 

an average rate of about 2.60 bursts/s) confirming previous observations (17). The burst 358 

mechanism deserves further investigation. The contraction level of the ESM was likely below 359 

the “fatigue threshold” discussed by McCrary (25). 360 

 361 

5.2. Limitations of the study  362 

 363 

Normalization of sEMG.  Because of limited time availability and lack of literature reports 364 

concerning normalization of 2D sEMG signals, no normalization procedure was applied. 365 

Recommendations for proper normalization modalities are lacking and should be developed for 2D 366 

sEMG signals. Ambient conditions, such as room temperature and humidity, were not measured but 367 

were maintained to comfortable values by the air conditioning system. 368 
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Measurements were not randomized. For organizational reasons the O-chair was tested first and the 369 

A-chair was tested a week later. It is unlikely that there would be any influence of the first 370 

measurement over the second. 371 

 372 

The sEMG RMS values, estimated every 5 min over 20 s long epochs and averaged over the ROA,  373 

ranged from 4 µV to 19 µV (Fig. 6).   Because of these low sEMG amplitude levels, it was 374 

necessary to estimate the noise baseline. This is usually done by measuring sEMG RMS in relaxed 375 

conditions before and/or after a test. The limited availability of time by the violinists did not allow 376 

this procedure. Noise was therefore estimated from the same muscles, using the same electrode 377 

setup, from five healthy subjects in the same age range lying prone on a bed for 1 h. This test 378 

indicated that  RMS noise baseline was 2.6 µVRMS with a st. dev. of 1.4µVRMS.   379 

The most caudal channels (e.g. the bottom channels in Fig. 3b) had RMS of about 4 µV 380 

corresponding to the mean + 1 st. dev. of the 65 measurements taken on the five relaxed subjects 381 

(13 measurements per each of the 5 subjects). The value of 4 µVRMS was therefore taken as baseline 382 

noise.  383 

 384 

Another limitation has to do with the sampled population, as it was not homogeneous and deemed 385 

limited to allow associations of sEMG behaviours to age, gender, experience and training schools. 386 

Therefore, inter-subject variations were not investigated in this study. 387 

 388 

Violinists were studied only in the sitting position on two different chairs. The subjects played at 389 

the speed of their choice, without a metronome. The possible association between: sEMG 390 

amplitude, spectral variables, and burst rate on one hand, and the type of music played, on the other 391 

hand, were not investigated because the work was mainly focused on the comparison of the sEMG 392 

features of the ESM associated to two types of chairs. The physiological mechanisms possibly 393 

explaining our findings and observations (i.e. burst-like activity) have not been addressed.   394 

Standard spectral analysis, adopted in this work, is usually applied to stationary signals but does not 395 

“require” stationarity if average values of RMS and MNF are acceptable. Approaches more suitable 396 

for non-stationary signals (such as time-frequency representations) would track the bursts but just 397 

shift the problem of defining one average value for RMS and MNF over each of the 20 s 398 

observation intervals.  Although the spectral analysis is not rigorous because of the non-stationary 399 

signals, it allows comparison between the two chairs under test. 400 

 401 

  402 
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Table 1: Demographic and anthropometric data of the nine violinists and their musical career (years 481 

playing the instrument), hours of playing per week and their subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) 482 

thickness at the ESM level. Body Mass Index (BMI) is defined as: BMI = m / h2 where m is the 483 

subject mass (kg) and h is the height (cm). All subjects had right dominance. Subject 6 is a violin 484 

teacher, all the other subjects were students. 485 

 486 

Violinists (N=9) 

Subject Gender Age 

(years) 

Weight 

(kg) 

Height 

(cm) 

BMI 

(kg/m2) 

Musical 

career 

(years) 

Weekly 

practice 

(hours/ week) 

SAT 

thickness 

(mm) 

1 F 22 50 156 20.55 10 6 7.60 

2 F 20 51 167 18.29 14 6 5.70 

3 F 18 55 165 20.20 9 9 9.30 

4 F 17 47 160 18.36 9 7 5.30 

5 M 16 60 172 20.28 11 10 5.60 

6 F 50* 62 163 23.34 40* 42* 10.40 

7 F 15 53 161 20.45 7 7 6.40 

8 F 22 50 165 18.37 14 12 7.60 

9 F 22 65 158 26.04 12 6 11.20 

Mean 

St.dev 

8F, 1M 19.00 

2.69 

54.77 

6.20 

163   

4.86 

20.65 

2.56 

11.00 

2.33 

7.87                       

8.14 

7.60  

2.17 

  *indicates an outlier value not included in the calculation of (mean, st. dev.) of age, musical  487 

    career and weekly practice. 488 

 489 

  490 
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Table 2. Mean percentage decrement between O-chair and A-chair (with respect to the O-chair) of 491 

the RMS spatial mean of sEMG computed over the ROA. Decrements are positive. 492 

For each subject the mean and st.dev. of 100·(RMSOi - RMSAi ) /RMSOi is computed for  1 ≤ i ≤ 25 493 

where i is the index of the measurements performed every 5min, over a 20s epoch, for two hours.   494 

The decrement of each subject is significantly different from zero (Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, 495 

p<0.05).  See also Fig. 6. 496 

 497 

 

Subject 

Mean RMS percent 

decrement on left side  

(mean ± st.dev) 

N=25  

Mean RMS percent 

decrement on right side  

(mean ± st.dev) 

N=25 

Mean RMS percent 

 decrement, sides 

merged  

(mean ± st.dev) 

N=50 

1 28.27 ± 5.96 21.51 ± 4.81 24.89 ± 5.41 

2 78.36 ± 3.03 66.62 ± 5.62 72.49 ± 4.51 

3 62.93 ± 4.04 69.48 ± 1.68 66.20 ± 3.09 

4 47.83 ± 14.02 38.00 ± 10.38 42.91 ± 12.33 

5 61.06 ± 4.44 56.89 ± 5.90 58.97 ± 5.22 

6 27.45 ± 12.98 15.09 ± 17.45 21.27 ± 15.37 

7 11.97 ± 7.11 21.22 ± 16.71 16.59 ± 12.84 

8 19.14 ± 8.02 59.43 ± 3.24 39.28 ± 6.11 

9 22.77 ± 7.41 19.01 ± 9.89 20.89 ± 8.73 

Total 39.97 ± 8.27 40.80 ± 9.95 40.38 ± 8.72 

 498 

 499 

 500 

 501 

 502 

 503 

 504 

  505 
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 506 

Table 3. Number of statistically significant increases or decreases of individual RMS (RMS 507 

slope count) and MNF (MNF slope count) versus time. Right and left side grids of the ESM 508 

values are merged.  NS: non-significant changes. 509 

 510 

 9 subjects 
18 regressions per chair type 

(9 Right + 9 Left) 

RMS slope count MNF slope count 

O
-C

h
ai

r 

Significantly positive↑ 
 

3 5 

Significantly negative↓ 
 

8 0 

NS 
 

7 13 

A
-C

h
ai

r 

Significantly positive↑ 
 

4 9 

Significantly negative↓ 
 

8 1 

NS 
 

6 8 

  511 
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Table 4. Violin players showing bursts. Comparison of mean burst frequency between the two 512 

chairs (A-chair; O-chair) and by side (L-Left; R-Right) of the erector spinae muscle.  513 
* indicates statistically significant differences (two-sided paired t-tests p < 0.05),  514 

NS= non-significant difference. Subject 4 does not show bursts. 515 

Su
b

je
ct

 

A-Chair 

Number of bursts by epoch. 

N=25 epochs of 20s each 

(Mean  SD), [range] 

O-Chair, 

Number of bursts by epoch. 

 N=25 epochs of 20s each 

(Mean  SD), [range] 

Comparison of the means 
between chairs. 

A: burst count on A-Chair  

O: burst count on O-Chair  
(two-sided paired t-tests) 
* indicates p< 0.05 

1. L 

    R 

(52.802.94), [47.38,59.25] 

(51.969.06), [28.99,62.00] 

(49.631.64), [45.38,51.50] 

(57.485.56), [44.00,67.00] 

A>O * 

A>O * 

2. L 

    R 

(49.524.46), [41.00,59.50] 

(53.004.36), [44.00,60.00] 

(51.0710.34), [30.25,65.63] 

(50.284.96), [40.00,59.00] 

A>O NS 

A>O * 

3. L 

    R 

(54.272.41), [51.00,58.63] 

(54.124.76), [45.00,65.00] 

(59.623.32), [53.38,67.50] 

(51.443.90), [43.00,60.00] 

A>O * 

A>O * 

5. L 

    R 

(45.074.21), [37.88,53.25] 

(62.533.70), [56.00,68.00] 

(54.683.5), [51.00,61.88] 

(64.074.62), [56.00,73.00] 

A<O * 

A<O NS 

6. L 

    R 

(64.255.41), [53.38,71.50] 

(47.245.73), [35.00,60.00] 

(67.443.50), [58.00,73.50] 

(54.445.07), [45.00,63.00] 

A<O * 

A<O * 

7. L 

    R 

(52.218.71), [24.62,59.50] 

(54.365.09), [36.00,61.00] 

(55.961.40), [52.63,59.13] 

(51.244.83), [42.00,67.00] 

A<O * 

A>O * 

8. L 

    R 

(48.581.59), [45.13,51.88] 

(54.363.80), [47.00,63.00] 

(49.702.10), [44.88,53.13] 

(55.883.44), [48.00,63.00] 

A<O * 

A<O NS 

9. L 

    R 

(48.211.59), [46.28,61.50] 

(54.642.00), [52.00,63.00] 

(54.873.34), [48.75,61.88] 

(56.963.85), [48.00,64.00] 

A<O NS 

A<O NS 

A
ll 

su
b

je
ct

s 
 

B
u

rs
t 

Fr
eq

 

 

L 

R 

 

2.64  0.19  bursts/s 

2.68  0.25 bursts/s 

 

2.78  0.18 bursts/s 

2.69  0.25 bursts/s 

 

NS 

NS 

 516 

 517 

 518 
 519 
 520 

 521 
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Appendix:  Burst detection algorithm.  522 

 523 

Algorithm. Many burst detection algorithms applicable to individual sEMG channels have been 524 

previously described in the literature (28, 29) but applications to multichannel array detection and 525 

systematic comparison with human counts is lacking.  An algorithm based on HDsEMG detected 526 

with a 16x8 electrode grid placed on the ESM was developed for automatic counting of the bursts. 527 

The algorithm has been tested on 12 recordings selected from nine subjects according to the 528 

following criterion:  four recordings showed clear bursts of sEMG activity, four showed less clear 529 

bursts, and four showed bursts that were just visually detectable (see below).  Each multichannel 530 

recording lasted 20s and consisted of 15x8 = 120 single differential channels. The algorithm is 531 

based on the following three steps: 532 

 533 

Step 1. A moving average window of 60 samples (30ms), with 30 samples (15ms) overlapping was 534 

applied to each 20-s long longitudinal single differential squared signal (channel r,c) resulting in its 535 

power envelope (RMSr,c
2(t)) sampled at 66.6 samples/s. The 15 signals (RMSr,c

2(t))  of each column 536 

c were averaged in space across the 15 rows to obtain   𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑐
2(𝑡) =

1

15
∑ 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑟,𝑐

2  (𝑡)
15

𝑟=1
  for   537 

1 ≤ c ≤ 8, resulting in eight envelope signals per grid.  538 

 539 

Step 2. A threshold T was set at the median (50th percentile) of the amplitude distribution of each 540 

envelope signal 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑐
2(𝑡).  The amplitude distribution consisted of 66.6 samples/s ×20 s = 1333 541 

samples. A binary signal B1c(t) was created for each column c (B1c(t) = 0 or 1 for samples of  542 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑐
2(𝑡) below or above T, respectively). Gaps in B1c(t) shorter than 65 ms (4 samples) were 543 

forced to 1. Bursts of 1 sample were forced to 0. These values were selected empirically, by trial 544 

and error.  The resulting binary signal B2c(t) was used to count the bursts identified in each column. 545 

 546 

Step 3. Since the eight burst counts on the eight columns of each array were never significantly 547 

different from each other (two-sided t-tests, N=8, p > 0.05), the counts were averaged to obtain the 548 

burst count for each array and for each 20-s recording.   549 

 550 

Validation of the algorithm.  Four 20-s recordings showing clear bursts (visual analysis), four 20-s 551 

recordings showing inter-bursts activity or noise, and four 20s recordings showing questionable 552 

bursts, were randomly selected among the recordings obtained from the eight subjects indicated in 553 

Table 4. 554 

 555 
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Each of the 12 recordings was analysed by four experts who counted the bursts manually.  The four 556 

“human counts” (HC) were then compared with the counts provided by the algorithm (CC) (two-557 

way analysis of variance, ANOVA).   558 

 559 

The maximal discrepancy among the four HCs was 5 bursts out of 46-59 bursts (<10.6%). 560 

The difference between the average of the four HC and the single CC did not exceed ±1.75 burst 561 

out of 46-59 bursts (about ±3.8%) for any of the 12 recordings  and was not statistically significant 562 

(Paired samples t-test).  It is concluded that the algorithm provided computer counts consistent with 563 

the human count across the three groups of four signals of different quality.  564 

 565 

  566 
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Figure captions 567 

 568 

Figure 1: a) The violinist plays on the O-chair (standard orchestra chair) with the trunk erect, with 569 

feet at the same distance from the body with the extremities slightly diverging. Trunk-thigh angle is 570 

about 90° and there is no torsion of the trunk.  571 

b) The violinist plays on the A-chair with the trunk erect and trunk-thigh angle between 105° and 572 

135°. The back is always in contact with the lumbar support.  573 

c) Example of electrode grid positioning on the lumbar portion of the right and left erector spinae 574 

muscles between spinal processes T11 and L4. Column numbering is reported under the first and 575 

last columns. 576 

d) The grids have interelectrode distance IED = 10 mm and electrode diameter Ø = 3 mm.  577 

 578 

Figure 2: Anatomy of the back muscles at the lumbar level. The terminal portion of trapezius 579 

inferior, the tendinous part of latissimus dorsi and dentatus, overlap the lumbar portion of erector 580 

spinae. Image source: Gray’s Anatomy book, 20th Edition (30). 581 

 582 

Figure 3: Single differential signals from a violinist erector spinae muscle (ESM) whilst using the 583 

O-chair (a) and the A-Chair (b).  The signals are detected from column 7 of the left ESM (top 584 

graph) and column 2 of right ESM (bottom graph) on a time window of 4 s. These signals were 585 

recorded after one hour of playing. The RMS values calculated over the entire length of the signal 586 

(20 s) are reported on the left of each trace. Twelve bursts are clearly visible with duration of 200-587 

250 ms. The zoom of a burst is reported in Fig. 4.   588 

 589 

Figure 4: Zoom of sEMG burst-like patterns on the single differential signal (as shown in Fig. 3) 590 

where a) corresponds to the O-chair and b) corresponds to the A-chair. Both graphs correspond to 591 

column 7 of left side of the ESM on a 250 ms time window. RMS values calculated over the entire 592 

length of the signal (20 s) are reported on the left side of each trace. Propagating motor unit action 593 

potentials (MUAPs, dotted lines) suggest that the signals originate from the erector spinae. Non-594 

propagating MUAPs suggest that the signals originate from end-of-fiber effects of the erector 595 

spinae or of other muscles. 596 

 597 

Figure 5: Single differential RMS maps relative to subject 8 for the O and A chair, at the beginning 598 

(5 minutes) and the end (120 minutes) of the test. Maps are computed on the entire length of the 599 

signals (20 s). The dark contour indicates the edge of the region of activity (ROA) identified by 600 
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means of map segmentation (19). The mean, minimum and maximum values of the ROA are 601 

reported (µVRMS in time) above each map. The centroid of each ROA, the colour scale (0-30 602 

µVRMS) and a schematic representation of the vertebrae (T11 – L4) are reported.  603 

 604 

Figure 6: Mean RMS (computed over the ROA, left and right side merged together) for each 605 

subject and each chair. a) at the beginning and at the end of the test, for O-chair. b) Same for A-606 

chair, c) global mean over the O-chair vs the global mean for the A-chair for each subject. 607 

The subject number is reported next to each line. The noise level (4 µVRMS) and the mean value 608 

below which no segmentation was possible (about 6 µVRMS) are indicated. The noise level is 609 

defined as the spatial mean + 3 st. dev of the EMG RMS values detected from five subjects lying 610 

prone on a bed for one hour.  611 

 612 

 613 
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